Foot & Ankle Exercise Guide

Wall-Leaning Gastroc, Soleus Stretch: Standing with involved foot back, leg straight, heel on floor and turned slightly outward, gently lean into wall until stretch is felt in lower calf. Hold 30 seconds. Perform two sets with back leg straight, then two sets with back knee bent.

Plantar Fascia Stretch: Stand on stair with one foot completely on the stair and opposite heel hanging off. Lower heel towards the ground until stretch is felt in calf muscle. Hold 30 seconds. Repeat twice.

Toe Towel Curls: With foot resting on towel, slowly bunch towel up using your toes. Repeat the pattern for 2 minutes.
**Resisted Ankle Inversion:** Anchor resistance band around a stable surface. With the band wrapped around forefoot, turn foot inward slowly & under control against moderate resistance. Perform 20 repetitions.

**Resisted Ankle Eversion:** Anchor resistance band around a stable surface. With the band wrapped around forefoot, turn foot outward slowly & under control against moderate resistance. Perform 20 repetitions.

**PRE: Sidelying ankle inversion:** Lying on side, turn foot up/inward. Wrap ankle cuff weight around forefoot to add resistance as prescribed. Perform 20 repetitions.

**PRE: Sidelying ankle eversion:** Lying on side, turn foot up/outward. Wrap ankle cuff weight around forefoot to add resistance as prescribed. Perform 20 repetitions.
**Active Hamstring Stretch:** Support back of thigh behind knee. Starting with knee bent, attempt to straight knee until a comfortable stretch is felt in back of thigh. Hold 1 second, then release the stretch for 1 second. Alternate for 20 repetitions.

**Doorway Hamstring Stretch:** Lie on back with affected leg propped up in doorway, opposite leg kept on floor. Lie as close to base of doorway as possible, keeping the legs straight. Hold for 30 seconds. Repeat twice.

**Standing 2-legged Calf Raise:** Raise up onto toes. Hold 1 second at top; slowly lower. Perform 20 repetitions.

**Standing 1-legged Calf Raise:** While balancing on one foot, raise up onto toes. Hold 1 second at top; slowly lower. Use stable support surface. Perform 10 repetitions.